NOTICE OF CONTRACT AMENDMENT

TO:
TRAFFIC SYSTEMS & TECHNOLOGY
7853 COPPERMINE DRIVE
MANASSAS, VA 20109

DATE ISSUED: OCTOBER 28, 2013
CURRENT CONTRACT NO: 688-12
CONTRACT TITLE: LUMINAIRES
AMENDMENT NO: 1

THIS IS A NOTICE OF CONTRACT AMENDMENT AND NOT AN ORDER. NO WORK IS AUTHORIZED UNTIL THE VENDOR RECEIVES A VALID COUNTY PURCHASE ORDER ENCUMBERING CONTRACT FUNDS.

ADD THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT TO THE CONTRACT PER VENDOR'S LETTER (ATTACHED) DATED OCTOBER 2, 2013:

EQUIPMENT: PRICE:
C7781 - Type 3 optic LED Teardrop $1,060.00
C7781A - Type 4 optic LED Teardrop $1,060.00
CA7781 - Arm Adaptor $190.00

EMPLOYEES NOT TO BENEFIT:
NO COUNTY EMPLOYEE SHALL RECEIVE ANY SHARE OR BENEFIT OF THIS CONTRACT NOT AVAILABLE TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC.

VENDOR CONTACT: RANDY DOMINICK
TELEPHONE NO.: 703-530-9655
VENDOR PAYMENT TERMS: NET 30 DAYS
EMAIL ADDRESS: RANDY@TSANDT.COM
COUNTY CONTACT: SHAHID ABBAS
TELEPHONE NO.: 703-228-7588

CONTRACT AUTHORIZATION

Krystyna Hepler, CPPB
Procurement Officer

DISTRIBUTION

VENDOR: 1
BID FOLDER: 2
10-02-13

Arlington County, Virginia

Office of the Purchasing Agent
2100 Clarendon Blvd, Suite 500
Arlington, VA 22201

RE: CONTRACT #688-12; LUMINAIRES

Mr. Abbas,

I would like to offer the following products as an adder to the Arlington County Direct Procurement Contract #688-12. Pricing is as follows:

C7781; Type 3 optic LED Teardrop - $1060
C7781A; Type 4 optic LED Teardrop - $1060
CA7781; Arm Adaptor - $190

For Intersection use, the Type 4 optic is usually the preferred distribution pattern. The fixture requires the Arm adaptor as well, so the total price per fixture assembly is $1250 each.

Regards,

[Signature]

Randy Dominick
President
Traffic Systems & Technology